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Introduction

The concept of association schemes was introduced first by Bose and
Shimamoto [4]. It was investigated in relation to the definition of the
partially balanced incomplete block (PBIB) designs introduced first by Bose
and Nair [3]. This concept, however, has recently been treated without
referring to the definition of the PBIB designs. An association scheme with
m associate classes, which is defined among v objects, usually called treatments, is a relation of association defined among those satisfying the following
three conditions :
(i) Any two treatments are either 1st, 2nd, •••, or 7?ι-th associates, the
relation of association being symmetrical. Each treatment is the zeroth
associate of itself.
(ii) Each treatment a has m ί-t\v associates, the number n{ being
independent of a.
(iii) If any two treatments a and β are ϊ-th associates, then the number
of treatments which are /-th associates of a and A -th associates of β is p)k
and is independent of the pair of *-th associates a and β.
Matrix representation of the relationship of association along the concept
of relationship algebra by James [8] was immediately followed by the definition of the association algebra by Bose and Mesner [2]. The structure of the
association algebras was studied by Ogawa [14], [15] in some detail. Further
steps were taken by Yamamoto and Fujii [23].
An association algebra with m associate classes is a semi-simple commutative matrix algebra generated by the association matrices Ao, Au •••, Am over
the real field. It is completely reducible and its minimum two sided ideals
are linear. The principal idempotents A%^ A\, • ••, Afm of those ideals and the
association matrices are mutually linked by the linear combinations of the
m

others. That is, Ai—^zjί-A)
7=0

m

and A\=^]ztJAj
j=0

where zl] — aiZij/vnj

and a{ =

rank (Af). In many cases it happens that all of the idempotent matrices are
rational. In such cases we consider the association algebras to be defined
over the rational field.
*) Present address: Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, Kanazawa University, Kanazawa,
Japan. This work was supported in part by a research grant of the Sakkokai Foundation.
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In his previous paper [22], Yamamoto, one of the present authors,
developed some theoretical aspects of the composition of the relationship
algebras of experimental designs using his notions of the similar and the
partially similar mappings of the semi-simple matrix algebras. He pointed
out that an association algebra defined by an association scheme was considered
as a sort of relationship algebra defined among a set of parameters, and that
the structure of the association algebra determined uniquely the decomposition
of the parameter sum of squares. Taking a step further, he suggested that
an association algebra could be considered a sort of relationship algebra
defined among a set of apparent parameters and could be composed of one or
more primitive relationships with which the primary objects of the experimenter were concerned. From this point of view, he suggested with some
examples that, without referring to the PBIB designs, most of the association
algebras introduced by the association schemes of the PBIB designs might
well be composed of one or more primitive relationship algebras, each of which
was generated by the identity relationship matrix 7, (the unit matrix), and the
universal relationship matrix G, (a matrix whose elements are all unity).
The purpose of this paper is to realize the ideas of the above mentioned
paper and to deal with systematic compositions of the several series of the
association algebras, using series of similar or partially similar mappings and
the orthogonal composition of the algebras [22]. These results cover almost
all the association schemes and their algebras treated hitherto by many
workers. The latent structures of the associated parameters are also indicated
with reference to each of the ways of composition. These considerations may
be regarded as throwing a new light on the nature of the association schemes.
As Yamamoto [22] pointed out, even in the case of an incomplete block
design, an association scheme characterizing the latent structure of the
relevant parameters is not necessarily the same as the association scheme of
the block design. The existence of a PBIB design which admits a certain
association scheme, however, is one of the traditional problems in the theory
of experimental designs. Much work has been done with the necessary
conditions for the existence of the regular and symmetrical BIB and PBIB
designs in connection with Hasse's p-invariant [1], [19], [21], [13], [15],
[17], [20], [6], [18], [10], [12], [16]. In such cases, the evaluation of the
Gramian is required with respect to each set of independent vectors which
span an invariant subspace of the parameter space determined by corresponding idempotent matrix, provided all idempotent matrices are rational [15].
As a specific application of the systematic composition of the series of
association algebras, a straightforward method of evaluating these Gramians
is given. Hasse's ^-invariant may be calculated easily with respect to each of
the specific cases which have been treated by many workers.
The following notation is used throughout this paper:
Is: The unit matrix of order s.
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Gs:
An s x s matrix whose elements are all unity.
js : An s dimensional column vector whose components are all unity.
A'':
Transpose of the matrix A.
A(g)B: Kronecker product of the matrices ^ = ||a l 7 || and B, i.e., A<g)B =

\KB\\.

#: The superscript # indicates that the matrix is an idempotent matrix.
% — \^Ai\ ί — 0, 1, . . , mΓ\: An algebra generated by the linear closure of
those matrices indicated in the [_ ] .
2IiW2I2: The smallest algebra containing both 2tx and 2ΐ2 as its subalgebras.
2tiΛSΐ2: The largest subalgebra contained in both 2tx and Sΐ2.

2. Triangular series of association schemes
(a)

Definition of T m type association schemes
Suppose t h a t t h e r e are vm = (

\τnj

) objects or t r e a t m e n t s φ(au a2, • ••, am)

indexed by t h e combinations or subsets of m integers (au α 2 , • ••, am) out of
the set of s integers (1, 2, ..., s). Among those vm t r e a t m e n t s , an association
of t r i a n g u l a r type or T m type with m associate classes is defined as follows:
DEFINITION:

TWO t r e a t m e n t s φ(au α 2 ,

••, am) and

φ(βι, /?2, ••-, βm) a r e

i-th associates if their indices (au α 2 , ••-, am) and (βu β2, •••, βm) have m — ί
integers in common. Each t r e a t m e n t is t h e O-th associate of itself.
In this section, m is assumed to be not g r e a t e r t h a n s/2. Otherwise, i can
assume a t most an integral value not exceeding s/2. The l a t t e r case, however,
requires only a slight modification in t h e descriptions of this section.
The association defined above satisfies t h r e e conditions of t h e association
scheme with m associate classes, i.e.
(i) Any two t r e a t m e n t s are either 1st, 2nd, . , or 7?ι-th associates, t h e
relation of association being symmetrical.
(ii) Each t r e a t m e n t has
m

\

(s — m

i-th associates, t h e number π^ m) being independent of φ(au a2,
(iii) If any two t r e a t m e n t s φ(au a2, •••, am) and φ(βί9 02,
associates, t h e n t h e number of t r e a t m e n t s which are y-th
φ(au α 2 , •••, am) and a t t h e same time A -th associates of φ(0u
i

\/

i

•••, α m ) .
••, 0m) a r e i-th
associates of
02, ••, 0m) is

\ / S Til ί \

m-i-l)\m-k-l)\i+k + l-m)
a n d t h i s i s i n d e p e n d e n t of t h e p a i r of i - t h a s s o c i a t e s

φ(ceu

( 2

'

2 )

a2, •••, am) a n d
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1, 02, •",&,).

This scheme is called a triangular type association scheme with m associate
classes, or briefly, T m type association scheme. It is a generalization of what
is called a triangular association scheme with two associate classes [_4Γ\ and
an association scheme of T 3 type defined by Kusumoto Q1(Γ]. Ogasawara Q12]
has defined the scheme and studied it in some detail.
(b) Association matrices and association algebras.
Consider a T m type association scheme. After numbering vm indices in
some way but once for all, association matrices can be expressed as follows:

A t — II &caΐ,'a22,'.::;a,ή)i 11

/ 1
Λ

(.ct1,a2,...,am')i

if t h e t r e a t m e n t s φ(au a2, •••, ccm) and
Φ(βi, βi-> •••-> βm) a r e ί-th associates

—

0

otherwise

Cm)

for i = 0, 1, ••-, m. Λi's are symmetric vm x vm matrices and satisfy the
following relations:
(w)

m (w)

(2.4)
(w) (m)

m <Lm) (m)

(in) ίni)

ίrn)

Cm)

Cm)

The linear closure of the association matrices Ao, Au ..., Am over the
rational field is called a T m type association algebra and denoted by 2ΐ(Tm) or
Cm)

\_Ai\ / = 0, 1, ..-, m}.
The following linear relations are known between the association matrices
Cm)

Cm)

Aj (y = 0, 1, , m) and the principal idempotent matrices A\ (^ = 0, 1, ..., m) of
the two sided ideals of 21 (T m ):
Cm)

m

Cm)

AJ='ΣzSfAti

(2.5)

ί=0

Cm)

m

Cm)

m

(Ύ.z(™^

^

A\ = 1] x& A, = 1] _i-y,- Aj,
J=0

j=0

(2.5')

Vm7lj
Cm)

where \\z(lf\\ is an (m + 1 ) x (jn +1) non-singular matrix and α/ = rank (A\).
In the case m — 1, we have
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(1))

ι = Gs—
(1),

(1)

λ

(1)

(1)

Is

— Is —

CD

CD

X Λ , AC\ = IA%, A*3 = £I,, GJ
1

5-1

_i

-i

1
5-1

1
- 1

(c) Composition of the series {21 (Tm)}
Now we show the way of composing step by step the series of the
association algebras {21 (Tm)} starting from the primitive association algebra
) = Q/S5 GSJ with the aid of the series of the partially similar mappings
as,

Taking into account the geometric structure of the Tm type association scheme,
we define a vmxvm^ι matrix Fm^ giving a linear mapping from the vm-ι =
(

i

) dimensional vector space to the vm — [

\m — 1/

Γ

where

) dimensional vector space as

\τnj

f(μ},μ2>...>μm-0

—

II f(.μ1,μ2,...,μm-0

(1

||

if

, α 2 , •••, am)

[0 otherwise.
Using Fm_ι we define a linear mapping <rm_i of 2ΐ(Tm_i) as
(2.7)
In this connection, we have the theorem:
THEOREM 2.1 The linear mapping σw_i defined by the matrix Fm^ is a
partially similar mapping of 2ΐ(Tm_i) for any positive integer satisfying

2<m<-Sγ.
The algebra 21 (Tm) is composed by the mapping:
(2.8)
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Since 3t(Ti)=[]/ s , G J is well defined, we can compose the series of
triangular type association algebras <Sί(Tm); m = 2, 3, • ••, Γ-l~Ίf step by step
with the aid of the series of mappings {c7k}. (Γ4~Ί denotes the greatest integer
not exceeding s/2.)
It is sufficient to show that 6m_x is a partially similar mapping
of 3t(Tm_i) and that
PROOF.

(m-l)

(m-l)

under the assumption that 9ΐ(T m _i)=[A { : ί = 0, 1, ..., m — 1H = C ^*; ^ 0 ? 1> •••>
771 — 1] has been composed.
(m-l)
(ml)

From the definition of At and Fm-U we have

~Γ

for

Z = 0 , 1 , •••, 77i —'.

(2.9)

9
772^

Cm)

where A-\ is assumed to be a zero matrix.

From (2.4)

and (2.9), we have
(m)
(m-l)
(m-l)

0

I2
771(T71-1)

(m)

Aι

(m)

3(771-1)

A2
(m)

(m-l)

0

(2771-1)

7712J I

(m)

(2.10)
Since the (ττι + l ) x (771 + 1) matrix of the right hand side of (2.10) is nonsingular, we have
[7,/n, F^AiF^,;

(

ί

Z = 0, 1, ..., 7 7 i - l > [ J 2 ; i = 0, 1, ••-, mj

As the rank of Fm_λ is vm-u F'm_1Fm^1 is a non-singular positive definite
matrix. It also satisfies the relation
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I (.m-l)

Λ+A

^e«(T.-0.

(2-11)

Thus we can write
(m-l)
1

^, *

(2-12)

where c ^ υ (ί = 0, 1, • ••, m — 1) are positive constants. The linear mapping
σw_i of 2ί(Tm_i) defined by Fm_i is G-preserving partially similar [22]. The
algebra 31 (Tm) is, therefore, an algebra composed of 2t(Tm_i) by the partially
similar mapping dm~u i^->

(d) Some applications
The structure of the series of triangular type association algebras might
be useful in determing recurrently the properties of the Tm type association
scheme and its algebra. We treat some of them in the following.
From the definition of the partially similar mapping [22],
1

c

i

(m-l)

(m-D^w-i A^Fm_x (£ = 0, 1,

tents of 21 (Tm).

, m —1) are the mutually orthogonal idempo-

It is well known that the (m + 1) mutually orthogonal idem(m)

Cm)

Cm)

potents of 2I(Tm), Ao*, Ax*, • •., AJ, are uniquely determined apart from their
order. We therefore number them step by step through the following
correspondence :
(m-l)

1

Cm)

(2.13)
m - l Cm)

Cm)
Λ

m

1

— vm~~

2-J

Λ

i

From (2.11), (2.9), (2.4) and (2.13), we have
rv I? _

(s-m)

«*> ,

1

fj^
2 Ci

"" ^o I (m + 1)

«_

m2

(s-2m)

+

( m + l) 2 h> m~x

+

(m + 1) \

On the other hand, from (2.12) we have

2

Λ i

+

'

m

2

^

(m + 1) ^» *

{

^

l V
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m

Cni)

S ^ ^ .

(2.15)

ί=0

Solving the recurrence relations obtained by comparing the corresponding
Cm)
Cm

coefficients of A^

in (2.14) and (2.15), we have
C i

for ι = 0, 1,

5

(771 + 1 )

-

2

{ Z

77i and 7τι = l, 2, • ••, Γ-κ-Ί"~l

'

l b )

Thus we have the following

recurrence relations for mutually orthogonal idempotents.
2

Cm)
A

for

Cm-Ό

m
Γ

*

i = 0 3 1, -.., 77i — 1

-

A

''

F

<217>

*->

and
m— 1 Cm)

Cni)

*

(2.18)

i=0

Next we derive two explicit formulas for zψj* in (2.5) and (2.5'), i-e.,
is — 771 \

ί

or
).

(2.19')

Ogasawara Q12] obtained (2.19') by an ingenious method which was a
generalization of an idea of Corsten's [5]. The method, however, was very
involved. Our method of derivation presented in the following is based on
the structure of the series of triangular type association schemes and is
accordingly analytical.
Cm)

We define the vectors, A, «'m) as follows:
Cm)

A

Cm)

Cni)

Cm)

= ( ^ 4 o 9 Λ i , •••, Aj,

*&> = ( * & ,

«ci),

Then we can write (2.5') as

Cni)

•••, Am)

, *ll>, •••,*&)

(220)
Ci =

0,l,-,m).
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Cm)

(2.21)

Ak*=A'z*M
On the other hand, we have from (2.13), (2.21) and (2.10)
1

Cm)

1

Cm-Ό

OM-1)

Cm^Y) $m~ 1 ( ^ Z

z
~ΓGn
'Ϋ)
C
k

Λ-k ' —

k

1
Cm-Ό
1
(w)
17
z
— " T c ^ T ^ ^ w - l C A' ) s f w _ l y = ""^("m !^ ^ ^ m Cm-Ό
C

C

k

k

(2.22)

where
/

m

m(m — 1)

I2

3(771-1)

0

(#71 — 1) (TO — 2 )

(2.23)
• 2

0

'•

2ττι-l

Comparing (2.21) with (2.22), we have
C<jr-»Z*m) = HmZ*M-»

(A = 0, 1, •-., 771-1).

(2.24)

Adding (2.21) over k from 0 to ττi and using (2.4) and (2.18), we have
r s π\

^
where

^ = 1 5 2 , •, j _ - 2 - - j J ,

(2.25)
(2.26)

i ; = (l, 0, ..., 0, ..., 0).

Using (2.24) repeatedly and adding over k from 0 to ί, we have
(2.27)
k=0

Substituting (2.16) and (2.25) into (2.27), we have
n — ί —k
~-Ϊ (m — k\ fs
^l'"~")l*~'S
')z&=(m7J
i

)

(ί, 7 = 0,1, -.., m).

(2.28)
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From the above relations, we have, after some calculations,

rn-ιJ
S

ι

a

)

V

fm-j
a
'

(s-m\

Vs —^m\
Σ (^o- i r < m\TJα )/\m
^ -—α ιj\
V 5 - fa+ 1V

(2.29)

i ))
Hence, we obtain (2.19).
The formula (2.190 may be obtained as follows.
zctψ and adding over j from 0 to m, we have

i )

C)C

( t=01

Multiplying (2.28) by

-

m)

<230)

Solving (2.30), we have

(e) Parameter models
In each stage of the composition of a T m type association algebra, the
method of composition induces a natural parameter vector associated with the
corresponding triangular type algebra. We show the structure of the composed
parameter vectors inductively. The decomposition of the sum of squares of
the composed parameters, which is determined uniquely by the composed
algebra, is also given.
Let Tι be an s dimensional parameter vector, the elements of which
represent the effects of s sub-factors or levels, respectively. Within these
elements, a primitive relationship algebra 2I(Ti) = QJs, G J is assumed to be
defined. The associated decomposition of the parameter sum of squares is
τ[τ1=τ[A0

τι + τ[A1 ^i = 5Γf + ^ ] ( r 1 ; —r x ) ,

where r ί = ( r l l 5 ••-, r l 5 ) andri =

(2.32)

3=1

Γ

}L! i/
S

The first component of the decom-

j =1

position is due to the general mean and the second component is due to the
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main effect of the level effects.
If we map 5X(TΊ) by σx and compose 2Ϊ(T2), the composed parameter vector
may naturally be defined as
(2.33)

ξ2 = F1τ1 + τ2,

where FιTx is a partially similar image of the parameter vector of the level
effects and r 2 is a residual parameter vector subject to the condition
(2.34)

F[τ2 = 0

The first component vector Fλτx of the composed parameter is a vector which
consists of all combination of two different level effects, i.e., ^-(^u + ^ij)

(ίφj).

The composed parameter, therefore, can be represented by the sum of such a
parameter vector and a parameter vector which cannot be explained by such
an image vector. The second component vector τ2 may naturally be explained
by the vector representing the first order interaction effects between two
different levels.
The parameter sum of squares associated to the composed association
algebra of T 2 type is
2

(2)

and is reduced to
5

^

_ 1

S

(1)

^

S—2

J

^ ±

α )

(2)

.

2

(2.35)

In the same way, if we map 21 (T2) by σ2 and define the composed parameter vector for 31 (T3) as
(2.36)
then the residual parameter vector r 3 is subject to the restriction
F2τ3 = 0

(2.37)

and is explained by the vector representing the second order interaction
effects between three different levels.
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In general, the associated parameter vector for a T m type association
algebra 31 (Tm), which may naturally be defined along the line of the series
of composition, is
ξm = Fm-1Fm_2.. F1τ1 + Fm-1Fm-.2'

F2τ2 +

+Fm_1τm_ί

+ τm

(2.38)

where r 2 , r 3 , ..., τm represent the effects of the 1st order, 2nd order, ... and
(m — l)th order interaction within the level effects, respectively. They are
subject to the restrictions
^ - 1 ^ =0

(2.39)

for 1 = 2, 3, ••, m.
The decomposition of the parameter sum of squares uniquely determined
by the composed association algebra 31 (Tm) is

(2.40)

iϊ%*ξm
Using (2.13), we can reduce the components as follows:
On)

(1)

(s-2
(.m)

f

A

n 1

m

ξm = c1

_x

^(1)

.-.c[ τ[Aι

τ1=

\m

— 1

—g- ^ 2 J (

'77l\2

Cm)
f

A

$ et

τr

r

Thus we have
Λs-2*

(2.41)

The degree of freedom of these components are

d.f. (ft$>f J =
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for i = 0, 1, • ••, m.
Note that some of the interaction parameters r 2 , • ••, τm are assumed to
be zero, and the corresponding degrees of freedom are assigned to the estimation of error.

3. Nested series of association schemes
(a)

Definition of N m type association schemes

Suppose that there are vm = sιs2 sm treatments φ(au a2, •••, am) indexed
by m-tuples (au α 2 , , am) where α, = l, 2, - , s, and ί = l, 2, ,τn. Among
these treatments, we define a relation of zrc-fold nested type or N m type
association as follows:
DEFINITION. A pair of treatments φ(au a2, • ••, am) and φ(βu β2, •••, 0m)
are ί-th associates if ctj=0j for all y = l , 2, ••, m — ί and am-i+ιφ0m-i+i' Each
treatment is 0-th associate of itself.
We can easily verify that the association defined above satisfies three
conditions of the association scheme with m associate classes. For the case
77i = 2, Bose and Shimamoto []4] called it a group divisible association scheme.
Raghavarao [17] called the association a generalized group divisible association scheme with m associate classes. Following traditional nomenclature, we
prefer to call the association an τn-fold nested type association scheme, or an
N m type association scheme.

(b) Association matrices and association algebras
Consider an N m type association scheme. After numbering vm treatments
in dictionary-wise, we can express the ϊ-th association matrices as
^ = / , _( g ) ( < ^

(3.1)

(/ = 0 , l , 2 ,

where Vj = sis2--'Sj.

...,771),

Some of t h e special cases are
Cm)

(3.2)

Ao=hm
^ i = Λ1(8)
%=(fi,x-

®Λ I Γ _ I (8)(G. 1 I 1 -/O
/.I)<8)Gi,(8)...(g)G,iB.

(3-3)
(3.4)

We call the linear closure of the association matrices At over the rational
field an m-fold nested type association algebra or an N m type association
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Cm)

algebra and denote it as 2X(Nm) or Q4, ; ί = 0, 1, , mΓ\.
The mutually orthogonal idempotents of the algebra 21 (Nm) are denoted
Cm)

ίrn)

Cm)

by Aϋ\Aλ\---,AJ.
cυ

For 2l(N1)=[/S], G.J, we write
I

(l)

and

A0'=-γ-Gtl
(c)

1

(3.5)

A1* = I,1--±-G,1.

Composition of the series {21 (Nm)}

Now we show the way of composing step by step the series of the
association algebra {21 (Nm)} starting from the primitive association algebra
) = [/5l? G 5 J with the aid of the series of the similar mappings {(Jk) as,

^

^

^

k

^

^

.

(3.6)

As 2ί(Ni) = E/Sl, Gs^\ is well defined, it is sufficient to show how to
compose 21 (Nm) under the assumption that 2I(Nm_i) has been composed.
Let Fm_i be a vmxvm-ι
matrix defined by
,...).

(3.7)

Let <xw_i be a linear mapping of 2ί(Nm_i) defined by
σm_x:

2ί(Nm_1)^-^Fw_1JF;_1.

(3.8)

From (3.7) we have
(3.9)

).

1

The linear mapping σw_i of 2ί(Nm_i) defined by F w _i is, therefore, similar.
Thus the composed full rank algebra is
(3.10)

JF^UvJ.
On the other hand, as it is easy to prove that
Cm-V)

*-„_! Ai-ίF'm.i
Cm)

Ivm = Λ0,

Cm)

= Aι
(m-1)

(i = 2, ..., m)
Cm)

(3.11)

Cm)

Fm_λ A0F^ι_1 = A0-\-Aι

and we have the theorem:
THEOREM 3.1 For every integer 77i(>2) the mapping 6m-\ of (m — l)-fold
nested type association algebra defined in (3.8) gives a similar mapping of
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2ί(Nm_i). The image algebra with IVm gives an m-fold nested association algebra
«(N m ), i.e.,
a(N m )=(ί l i l _ 1 (Sl(N m _i))^[:/ Γ J.

(3.12)

The similarity of the mapping σw_i defines a natural correspondence of
the mutually orthogonal idempotents of St(Nm_i) and 2ΐ(Nm), i.e.,
(3.13)
Cm)

m-\ (w)

Am*=lVm-χAi*

(3.14)

i —0

for m = 2, 3, ...
Starting from (3.5) for 21 (Ni), we have
(3.15)
for i = 0 , l , ..-jffi.

In particular,
On)

(d)

I

Parameter models

In each stage of the composition of an m-fold nested type association
algebra, the method of composition induces a natural parameter vector
associated to the corresponding nested type association algebra. We show
the structure of composed parameter vectors inductively. The results correspond to the usual parameter models of the designs of nested type. The
decomposition of the sum of squares of the composed parameters, which is
determined uniquely by the composed algebra, is also given.
Let τ*! be an si dimensional parameter vector, the elements of which
represent the class effects of the first classification. Among si elements of
τu a primitive relationship algebra, 2t(Ni) = CJSl, Gβ J , is assumed to be
defined. The associated decomposition of the parameter sum of squares is
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(1)

i

CO

*

5i

Cr^-^) 2

*

1 ΣSl r i y
where ri = (r n , r12, •••, r l s ) and rx = —
Sl

j =l

(3.16)

The first component of the

decomposition is due to the general mean and the second component of it is
due to the main effects of the first classification.
If we map 2t(Ni) by β\ and compose 21 (N2), the composed parameter
vector may naturally be defined as
ftί = ί Ί r i + r 2 ,

(3.17)

where Fίτί is a similar image of the parameter of the first classification and
r 2 is a residual parameter vector subject to the condition
F[τ2 = 0.

(3.18)

The residual parameter vector may be accounted for by the parameter vector
representing the class effects of the second classification. The restriction
(3.18) means that the sum of the effects of the second classification within
each of the same classes of the first classification is zero. The parameter
model introduced here coincides with the usual parameter model associated
with a two-fold nested classification design.
In the same way, if we map 2ΐ(N2) by σ2 and define the composed parameter vector for 21 (N3) as
(3.19)
then the residual parameter vector r 3 is subject to the restriction
F'2τ3 = 0

(3.20)

and is explained by the parameter vector representing the effects of the third
classification.
In general, the associated parameter vector for an m-fold nested association algebra 21 (Nm), which may naturally be defined along the lines of the
series of composition, is

(3.21)
where r 2 , r 3 , ..., τm represent the effects of the second, the third, ... and the
77i-th classification, respectively. They are subject to the restrictions
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(3.22)

for Z = 2, 3, .-., m.
The decomposition of the parameter sum of squares uniquely determined
by the composed association algebra 21 (Nm) is
m

ίm)

ξ'mim=^ί'mAi*ξm

(3.23)

i =Q

and can easily be reduced to the following form by using (3.13):
~
(3.24)

The degrees of freedom of these components are
(m)

i = l, 2, ..., m)

4.
(a)

(3.25)

Factorial series of association schemes

Definition of F p %pβ association schemes

Suppose that there are vp = sis2---sp treatments φ(au α 2 , •••, ap) indexed
by p-tuples (au <x2,--, dp) where a{ = l, 2, , s{ and ι = l, 2, ••,;->. Among
those treatments, an association of factorial type or F p type is defined as
follows:
DEFINITION: Two treatments φ(au a2, •••, ap) and φ(βi, /52, •••, βp) are
(ε1? ε2, •••, ε^-th associates if (ε(aι — βι\ s(a2 — β2\ •••, e(ap — βp)) = (εu ε2, •••, ep\
where ε(x) is a function of x which assumes either the value zero or one
according as x is zero or not. Each treatment is (0, 0, , O)-th associate of
itself.
Note that the number of associate classes is expressed not decimally but
in binary notation.
It is easy to verify that the association defined above satisfies three
conditions of the association scheme with 2^ — 1 associate classes. Hinkelmann
and Kemphone [ 7 ] called the association an extended group divisible (EGD)
association. Hinkelmann [ 6 ] investigated the EGD (2^ — 1)-PBIBD in some
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detail. Following traditional nomenclature, we prefer to call the association
a p-way factorial association scheme or an F p type association scheme.
(b) Association matrices and association algebras
Consider an F p type association scheme. After numbering υp treatments
φ(au a2, •••, ctp) in dictionary-wise, we can express t h e (εu ε2, •••, ε^)-th association matrices as
l

ι

p

ι

2

(4.1)

,

p

where
Ae^a-edlsi + tiίGsi-Isi),
or

Si = 0

1,

ί = l , 2 , • •,/?.

It is known that the linear closure of these association matrices A€v,m£
over the rational field forms a linear associative algebra generated by these
association matrices. We call the algebra an F p type association algebra and
denote it as 2ί(Fp) or £A€ι...€p; ε. -O, 1, ί = l, ••,/?].
The mutually orthogonal principal idempotents of 2P two-sided ideals of
the algebra 21 (F p ) are
p

l

f

(4.2)

i

where

^,.=e,{/s,.--]ΓGs,.) + (l-ε, )~G s ,,
(e, = 0, l ; ί = l , 2,

...,p).

I n t h e case / > = 1 ,
Ao=I,, Aι=Gs-Is;

A'o = -±-G,,

A* = I,-

AOi =

ISl®(GS2-1$2)

In the case p=2,

Alι=(GSi-

ISi

\GS.
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Composition of the series {21 (Fp)}

Now we show t h e way of composing step by step t h e series of t h e
association algebras {21 (F p )} s t a r t i n g from p primitive association algebras
%i(Fι) — [_Isp GSΓ\ (i = l, 2, ••,/>), defined respectively over t h e s, levels of t h e
i-th factor.
It was already shown in Q22] t h a t t h e orthogonal composition of two
primitive algebra, say 2ί 1 (F 1 ) = [/ Sl? GSJ and 2ί 2 (F 1 ) = [J S 2 , G , J , yield t h e two
way factorial association algebra 2ΐi 2 (F 2 ). We therefore, show t h e way of
yielding 2t(F p ) by composing orthogonally p 2ΐ(F p _i)'s simultaneously.
Consider/> factors Su •••, Sp with su ••-, sp levels respectively and suppose
t h a t among p — 1 factors Si, •••, 5/_i5 / + i, •••, Sp, t h e (p — l)-way factorial
association algebra 2 ί w _ i /+i.../,(Fp_i) has been composed for every 1 = 1, 2, - ,p.
Let

where
Isa.

a,i = bu b2, ..-, o r

jSa.

otherwise

bh

for i = l, 2, •., k. Here α i < α 2 <
<α^ are A: different integers and &i<&2<
• • <δ/ are / different integer selected from them. For example, some of the
special cases are illustrated below.
Λ Q 2 ) — 7" ( 9 ^ :

ΛC234)—

Let σi. .ζ/).../, be a linear mapping of 2ίi.../_i ;+i.../>(Fp_i) defined by

for every Z = l, 2, •••,/>.
It is easy to see that each of the linear mappings 0Ί...(/).../, gives a
similar mapping of 2ίi.../_i / ,i...^(Fp_i), respectively. Moreover, for each pair
of I and /'(/</'), we can see that the intersection of the image algebras
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^

,

;

εf = 0,1, iΦU I']

(4.5)

is the maximal common two-sided ideal of those algebras. Hence the two
mappings σι...{l)...p of 2Ii.../-iz+i.../,(Fp_i) and σh.<n..p of 8Ii.../,_i /,+i.../>(Fp_i) are
93{ ^-orthogonal [J22]. Then we have the theorem:
THEOREM 4.1
Similar mappings 0"i...c/).../,'s o//> (p — l)-way factorial association algebras 2Ii.../_i /+i.../>(Fp_i) defined by Φγ.?}"Jι ι+v..p give pairwise orthogonal mappings modulo *>&{!.'p for every pair of I and V and the union, or
orthogonal composition of p image algebras for 1 = 1, 2, ..., p with IVp, yields a
p-way factorial association algebra 2ίi2.../,(Fp), i.e.,

(4.6)
(d)

Parameter models

The composition of the series of factorial association algebras induces in
each stage of the composition a natural parameter vector associated to the
composed factorial association algebra. We show the structure of the composed parameter vectors inductively in the following. The results correspond
to the usual parameter models of t h e designs of factorial type. The decomposition of the sum of squares of the composed parameters, which is determined uniquely by the corresponding composed algebra, is also given.
Let r 1 ? r 2 , ..., τp be the parameter vectors representing the level-effects
of the p factors Si, S2, , Sp respectively.
As was indicated in £22], the orthogonal composition of two algebras, say
5ti(Fi) = [/5i, GSj2 and ?ΐ2(Fi) = [/52, G S J, yields a two-way factorial association
algebra ?ΐ i 2 (F 2 ), the composed parameter vector being
ξ 1 2 = φ[1Ώτί

+ Φ(212)τ2 + r 1 2 ,

(4.7)

where r 1 2 was subject to the conditions Φ[12)/τl2 = Φ212)/τ12 = 0 and was explained by an interaction parameter vector of two factors Si and S2. r i 2 = : 0
or not according as the additivity of the level-effects of two factors was
assumed or not. Associated decomposition of the composed parameter sum of
squares was

/

1

\

/

1

\

r 1 2 , (4.8)
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where r,. = s7i r ;j%. (ί = l, 2).
Now we show the composition of the parameter vectors for three way
factorial association algebra composed of three factors, say Si, S2 and S3,
assuming that three parameter vector f12, £13 and £23 for Sΐi2(F2), 21Ί3(F2) and
2l23<F2) are already composed, i.e.,

(4.9)

Three matrices Φ{\23\ Φγ-323) and 0 2 3 2 3 ) which define 0*12(3), 0Ί(2)3, and <x(i)23 and
yield an orthogonal composition 2Ii23(F3) of 5li 2 (F 2 ), 2ίi 3 (F 2 ) and 2ί23(F2), map
those parameters to the v3 dimensional space over which the algebra 5Ii23(F3)
is composed. Paying attention to the fact that the composition is 33-orthogonal,
i.e., that the images of those parameters, Φiψ^ξ 1 2 , 0ί 3 2 3 ) £1 3 and 0 ( 23 23) £23 have
common elements each other as, for example,

we can naturally define a composed parameter as

(4.10)

where r 1 2 3 is a residual vector orthogonal to the image algebras tfi2(3)(2ΐi2(F2)),
0Ί(2)3 (Sli3(F2)) and 0"(i)23(sΛ23(F2)), simultaneously. It can be explained by the
second order interaction parameter vector of the three factors Si, S2 and S3,
subject to the restriction

r 1 2 3 is zero or not according as three composed parameter effects are assumed
to be additive or not.
Inductive application of the above arguments gives us a natural composed
parameter vector for^-way factorial association algebra ?Ti2../>(Fp), i.e.,
i2,

ϊ ί /

W £

1

ξ

ι

h

(4.11)
t 1

)

+ •••+ 1 ] * , 1?.:7ί * ; 1 -/*+
where

+« i2.. ί ,

^] means that the summation extends over all subsets of k elements
( / 1 - / /,:)
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of the set {1, 2, •••,/?} and τ12...p are subject to the restrictions Φι£ '"Άι+v pTi2 >'P
= 0 for all Z = l, 2, ...,/>. τu...p is zero or not according a s p composed parameter effects are assumed to be additive or not. The parameter vector τtιJk
is the (k — l)th order interaction between k factors 5 / l ? S/2, ..., 5/jfe.
The unique decomposition of the parameter sum of squares determined
by the /?-way factorial association algebra Sli2.../»(FP) is
2 'p~

For those idempotents A\χεr..ε

2-J * 12 "p

satisfying

12-p

Σ s / = &(>1) 5 each member of

ί=1

the right hand side of (4.12) can be reduced to

for ε/i = ε/2 = . =ε/ife = l. It can be explained by the (A; — l)-th order interaction
sum of squares between k factors 5 / l 5 5/2, •••, Sik.
P

For those idempontents Λ%l£9...€ satisfying 2jε f = l, each member can be
i =l

reduced to
(4.14)
for ε/ = l. This is the sum of squares for the main effect of the Z-th factor S,.
For the idempotent Λlo...o, it can reduce to
eί2.~pAio...oe12 p=vp(f1+t2+..

(4.15)

+fpy

and io explained by the sum of squares for grand mean.
The degrees of freedom of these components are :
d.f. (fί...^| i e i ... e ^ 1 ... ί )=rank (Aϊi£r..€p)=
( e i = 0 , l ; i = l , 2 , ...,/>).

Π

(s,-^
(4.16)

Note that some of the interaction parameter vectors are assumed to be
zero, and the corresponding degrees of freedom are assigned for the estimation of error.
(e)

Hyper-cubic series of association schemes
Suppose that there are υp = sp treatments φ(au

, ap) indexed by /^-tuples
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(ί*i, •••, ap\ (cti• = 1, 2, , s; ί = l, 2, ••-,/>). Among these treatments, a pdimensional hyper-cubic association scheme is defined as follows:
DEFINITION:

TWO

treatments φ(ctι, •••, <xp) and φ(βι,-- ,βp) are ί-th

associates if and only if 'Σε(ak—βk) = i.

Each treatment is 0-th associate of

itself.
For the case p = 2, the association is called L 2 type [4]. For the case
/? = 3, Raghavarao and Chandrasekharao [18] called the association a cubic
type and studied it in some detail. For the case /?>3, Kusumoto [11] called
the association a hyper-cubic type and studied it in some detail. We call the
series of association schemes for /> = 1,2, ... a hyper-cubic series of association
schemes, or a Cp type series of association schemes.
It can easily be verified that a Cp type association scheme is a reduced
association scheme of an F p type association scheme where sι = s2= .-=sp = s.
Cp)

The association matrices C, of Cp type can be expressed by using the association matrices A€l...€p of F p type as
c]=€^^£_A€itr..£p.

(4.17)

An association algebra of C? type, 2I(CP), is a subalgebra of the algebra 2ΐ(Fp).
The mutually orthogonal principal idempotents Cf of 2t(Cp) are

1

I

^

(4.18)

where

(βy = O, l ; y = l , 2 , . . . , j P ) .

The relation (4.18) shows that those 2P mutually orthogonal idempotents of
Sί(Fp) are pooled together into p + 1 mutually orthogonal idempotents, C\.
One of the parameter models naturally defined for 21 (Cp) is the same as
that of 2ΐ(Fp), where the number of levels of all p factors are equal. In this
case, the sum of squares of the parameters may be decomposed as
(/>)

P_

ί=0

S

^

f 12-p

ξ[2...pAl(i...ίpξl2...p).

(4.19)
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For ΐ = 0,

=

£'

A&

ξ

— sp(f1 + ... + f ) 2

(4.20)

and is explained by the sum of squares for grand mean.
For ΐ = l,
£'
n%t
_ ς /»-i "v^ r / f r __
vi2 />LΊVi2 /> — 5
2 J Γ 1 Ms

c

ri \ τ
^sj^l

(A9ΛΛ
V*'"*-)

and is explained by the pooled sums of squares due to main effects of all p
factors.
For

2<ί<p,
?fi2.^ = ^ - ( Σ.)«-/1...//« /I. /*

(4-22)

and is explained by the pooled sum of squares of all the (i — l)-th order interaction sum of squares between ί factors.
The degrees of freedom of these sum of squares are
d.f. (ξί2...,Cf f 12...,) = rank (C?)= ( f ) ( ^ - i y

(4.23)

(i = l, 2, ••-,/?).
In a factorial scheme, the main effects of different factors and the interaction effects of the sets of different factors are separated from each other
in the decomposition of the parameter sum of squares by the association
algebra. While, in a hyper-cubic scheme, they are pooled in p + 1 groups and
the main effects of the different factors cannot be separated from each other.
The interaction effects of the same order cannot be separated from each
other. Those considerations lead to the another important model of the
parameters associated with the hyper-cubic schemes. The model is related to
the case where all factors Su S2, , Sp are the same, i.e.,

ΫX2

c/,/ 2 ) *

(4.24)
C/i

/A)

where τλ is a vector of t h e level effects of a factor 5, and τky (A = 2, •••, p) is
explained by a vector of (k — l)-th order interaction effects between these 5
level effects as was considered in t h e case of 21 (T m ).
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5. Orthogonal Latin square series of association schemes
(a)

Definition of 0L r type association scheme

Suppose that there are v = k2 treatments indexed respectively by 1, 2, , k2
and they are set forth in a square 23 so that the {(i — l)k+j}-th treatment
lies in the y-th column of the ί-th row. Suppose, further, there exist r — 2
mutually orthogonal Latin squares, 333, • ••, 33r, of order &(r<& + l).
Among those treatments, we define an association of orthogonal Latin
square type or OLr type with m associate classes as follows:
DEFINITION : Two treatments a and β are 1st associates if they occur in
the same row, 2nd associates if they occur in the same column, and i-th
associates if they correspond to the same letter of i-th Latin square
23/ (i = S, •••, r). Otherwise they are (r + l)-th associates. Each treatment is
0-th associate of itself. Note that if r = A + l, there is no pair of treatments
which are neither 1st, 2nd, ••-, nor r-th associates. The number of associate
classes is therefore m = min (r + 1 , k +1).
Let Fι be the v x k incidence matrix for treatments vs. rows and F2 be
that for trements vs. columns. Let F{ be the vxk incidence matrix for treatments vs. letters of the z'-th Latin square (i = 3, •••, r). Then we have the
following relations:

Έ)h

(5.1)

>,..., r)

(5.2)

ι,7 = l, - - , 0 .

(5.3)

Note that the existence of the matrices Fu • ••, Fn whose elements are either
zero or one and satisfying (5.2) and (5.3), is equivalent to the existence of
r — 2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order k.
Now we prove that the ralation of association above defined satisfies
three conditions of the association scheme. The first condition of the association scheme is an immediate consequence of the definition. In order to verify
the second and the third condition of the association scheme, it is convenient
to use the association matrices:
A0 = Iυ,

A—F

F'i-I,,

(/ = 1, ...,r)

Ar+i = Gv— "ji] Ai,

(5.4)

where Ao, Ai and ArΛ λ are 0-th, Z-th and, if r <&, (r + l)-th association matrices,
respectively.
As it is easy to verify that
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Aojv = J%,

Λijv = (k — l)j%,

(ί = 1,

, r)

(5.5)
every treatment has τιy /-th associates. The number is independent of the
treatment, i.e., no = l9 nι = n2=- . — nr = k — 1 and, if r<&, τι r+ i=(A —1)(A —r + 1).
Thus the second condition of the association scheme is satisfied.
As we have after some easy calculation,
(ί = 0, 1, ,
(ί = l, 2, ..., r)

(5.6)

and when r<A;,

the number of the treatments which are /-th associates of a and, at the same
time, A -th associates of β is seen to be independent of the pair of treatments
a and β9 which are ί-th associates. Thus the third condition of the association
scheme is also satisfied.
(b)

OLr type association algebra

We call the linear closure of the association matrices Aθ9 Au ..., Am(m =
m i n ( r + l , k + l)) over the rational field an association algebra of orthogonal
Latin square type or OLr type and denote it Sί(OLr) or [_A{; Ϊ = 0, 1, , mΓ\.
The mutually orthogonal idempotents of the algebra St(OLr) are

ιi/

\

rv

/

K

X)

and for r<Zk

Af+ι = Iv-At-±Al

(5.8')
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Composition of the series 2I(OLΓ)

Now we show the way of composing 3ί(OLr) (r = 2,3, ., k +1) orthogonally
with r primitive algebras 2If (OLi) ==£/*, Gk~] ί = l, 2, •••, r defined over the k
levels of the i-th factor, respectively.
Let βi be a linear mapping of Sί^OLi) defined by F, for every ί = 1,2,.. , r,
i.e.
(Tf.: SίCOLx) zA^F{

(5.9)

AF',.

Then, from (5.2) σ, is G-preserving similar and from (5.3) σ, and ύj give the
G-orthogonal composition of Slf(OLi) and Sί/OLi) for all pairs of i and j . The
full rank algebra orthogonally composed by σu σ2, •-, Gr is

O

ί

K

(5.10)

ί =1

A s FiIkF'i

= AiJrA!j,FiGlιF'i=Gυ

f o r all i = l , 2, •••, r, w e h a v e

0ff.-(«, ( O L i ) K / J = [:^f ; i = 0, 1, ..., /7i]

(5.11)

ί =1

Thus we have the theorem:
THEOREM

5.1

The composed full-rank algebra defined in (5.10) is §ί(OLr).

The case r = 2, 5ί(OL2) is the special case of the F 2 type association
algebra with three associate classes where sι = s2 = k. The generators of the
algebra are
FJkF[ = Ik®Gk,
f

F2IkF>2=Gk®Ik

f

F1GkF 1 = F2GkF 2=GhiS}Gk9

(5.12)

Iυ=Ik®Ik.

The mutually orthogonal idempotents are

i. ^ f i
AC

^ 3 — iΛ2

1

* "

^o

i. ^kjj-i
K

\
A

i

^2

In the case r<A;, the mutually orthogonal
are

(i — 1 , 2 )

/

vo.±ώ

idempotents of 2ΐ(OLr)
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(5.13)

A*+ι = I,-±A*..
In the case r = k + 1 , the mutually orthogonal idempotents are
A* = -±-G,,
(d)

A*i = -TFi(lk--~Gh)F'i

(i = l , 2 , ...,A + 1). (5.14)

Parameter models

We now define a natural parameter model for 2t(0L r ). Let τu r 2 , •••, r r
be ^-dimensional parameter vectors representing the level-effects of the r
factors Si, S2, •••, Sr, respectively. Assume that in each of the factor S, (i =
1, ..., r), a primitive relationship algebra 2fl (0Li) = Q/Λ, GΛ] is defined among
the level effects of the factor.
The orthogonal composition of these 2t, (0Li) by σ{ defined in (5.9) leads
to a natural definition of parameter model ξr for the composed full-rank
algebra 2l(OLr), i.e.,
(5.15)

Sr^ίlFiT + δr
ί =l

where F, r t are the similar images of the effects of the factors S, and δr is a
residual parameter subjected to the restrictions
(5.16)

F'{δr = 0

for Z = l, 2, ..., r. The vector tfr may be explained by the non-additive part
of the effects of those r factors. In some cases, it is assumed to be zero. In
the case r = k + l, where complete set of orthogonal Latin squares exists, the
vector δr is forced to be zero.
The unique decomposition of the parameter sum of squares thus defined
for St(OLr) is

and is reduced to

ί=l

ί

)

K,

{
i=1

(5-18)

1=1

1 *
where r = ( r a , ••-, tik) and r, = ~r~ ^ ] ^ . Note that the last term of (5.18) is
# ι
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zero when r = k + l. Otherwise it is assumed to be zero or not according to
the assumption adopted.
(e) LΓ association algebra

A subalgebra of an OLΓ association algebra for r <& is known as an Lr
association algebra Q4D We can reduce OLΓ to Lr by pooling the association
matrices of OLr as

(5.19)

It can easily be verified that Ao, Λx and A2 correspond to the association
matrices for 0-th, 1st and 2nd associates of the familiar Lr association scheme.
It can also be seen that the mutually orthogonal idempotents of 2ί(OLr)
are pooled as follows:
JIQ

—

SIQ

A\ = A\ + ...+A\

(5.20)

Z$
A*
Si 2 — ^ r + l

The parameter models which are naturally introduced into the Lr scheme
may be derived in two fashions as have been introduced in a Cm type association algebra. The description is trivial and is omitted here.
6. Supplementary remarks
Each of these association schemes and their algebras treated so far has
specific statistical implications in the structure of their associated parameters,
as was indicated in each of the discussions.
There remain, however, many possibilities of composing the relationship
algebras which indicate the structure of the associated parameter vectors.
The composed relationship algebra may or may not be an association algebra
in the sense of Bose.
Even in the case of the composition of the association algebras, the right
angular association scheme due to Tharthare [20] and its extension are
examples of other possibilities. The right angular association scheme can be
composed of an 3ΐ(F2) for ^ = 2 by a similar mapping σϊ2i3) defined in (4.4).
Immediate extension of the scheme may be obtained by the similar composition of 21 (Fp) using a similar mapping G\2...p(p+\y Those procedures are simple
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and straightforward.

Details are omitted here.

7. Evaluation of Gramians
It is well known that the Gramian of a set of independent column vectors
of a rational symmetric matrix M is independent of the selection of the set,
apart from a square factor of some rational number. Thus we call it the
Gramian of M and denote it g(M).
The following lemma is useful in evaluating the Gramians:
7.1 Let A and B be two symmetric rational matrices of the same
order and let C be a symmetric rational matrix. Then:
(i) AB — 0 implies
LEMMA

g(A + B)^g(A)g(B\
provided AφO and BφO.
rational number.

(7.1)

Where a~^b means that a/b is a square of some

(7.2)
1:

or

if both p and q are even

g(A):

if p is even and q is odd

g(C):

if q is even and p is odd

g(A) g(C):

if both p and q are odd

where p = ra,ήk(A\ ^r
(iii)

(kA)^g(A)

g

(7.3)

where k is a rational number.
Let 21 be a semi-simple algebra over the rational field, the mutually
orthogonal principal idempotents of the minimum two-sided ideals being
JEΊ, E2, , Em. Assume that these idempotents are rational symmetric matrices
of order u. Let F be a v x u rational matrix which define a linear mapping
σ of Sϊ, i.e.,

(7.4)
and assume that F satisfies the sufficient condition that σ be partially similar
C22], i.e.,
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(c, ^0).

FF='Σc,Ei
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(7.5)

Note that the condition (7.5) is not always necessary because the field under
consideration is rational.
We assume without loss of generality that c,>0 for ί = l, , I and cj = 0
for y=Z + l, •-, m. Then, the mutually orthogonal principal idempotents of
the minimum two-sided ideals of the composed full-rank algebra [22], 2Ϊ=
, are
i = l, 2, .»,/)

Σ£.

(7.6)

In this connection, the following theorem plays a fundamental role in
evaluating the Gramians of those idempotents.
THEOREM 7.1

(i)

^cTgiEt)

(7.7)

giE,)-^ Π^",

(7.8)

where a{ — rank (Ef)
(ϋ)

g(Eι

PROOF,

(i)

+

Since Et -

X

Fl

i,F-

FEt

C{

— a^ we have

where Ef is a matrix whose column vectors are a set of a{ independent
column vectors of JEi . Hence we have (7.7).
' +1 ~

(iii)

Since /»=Σ^ίj we have
« = 1

Thus we have
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Π

=1

g(Ei )^-

I

Π

ί=1

In the special case where ϊl is the rational field and F=jv,
=t; and
^ i — " ^ FExFr — —^- Gv,

since £Ί = 1,

E2 = Iυ— --- Gv,

we have
()

^

^

^

v

.

(7.9)
(w)

For the Gramians of the series of association algebras %m — [_Λ\\
ι* = 0, 1, 577i] which are composed of Q/, G] by the series of (partially)
similar mappings σw_x defined by Fm_i satisfying
Σ1^-1^?',

(7.10)

i=0

we have the recurrence relations
? ( ^
for

5

(7.11)

i = 0, 1, •• , 771 — 1 a n d
w-1

(m)

II g(A\).

(7.12)

/0

There recurrence relations lead to the following formula:
$ ? ) - {Tl c ^ - ^ } ^ Π1 WΓΌ}ai.
Al

(7.13)

/0

Some special cases are as follows:
(i) For a Tm type association algebra, since
cγ} =

(7+IT 2

^ (/ — & +1) (s—/ — 0

(7.14)

we have from (7.13)

) n

(7.15)
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where α^ = ( s .) —
This coincides with the value calculated by M. Ogasawara [12].
(ii) For an N m type association algebra, since
ccin = sι +1

(7.16)

( ? ) - ( S Λ _ 1 . . . S ; + i r ^ ->

(7.17)

we have from (7.13)
Cm)

0»)

where a0 = 1, α, = rank (Af) — vι — #,• _i = sis2 s, -ife — 1).
(iii) For an 0L r type association algebra, since

and if r<A;,
j^$

__ J

r
"V ^

we have from (7.11) and (7.12),
#

ί~**

(7.18)

and if r<A;,
g(A*+1)^krk.
(iv)

(7.19)

For an L r type association algebra, we have

g (At) ~ 1,

g- Uf) - A"*,

ί ( i ? ) - ^^.

(7.20)

For the evaluation of the Gramians of the series of association algebras
generated by the series of orthogonal compositions; Lemma 7.1 is useful, i.e.,
(v) For an F p type association algebra, we have
6

H(^-l) '

p
g(A*i€2^€p)^
(vi)

φi

II g{AiiY
ί =1

p

II (*/-1)*'

- Π sp*
i =1

For a Cp type association algebra, we have

(7.21)
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lfy-

Π g(^!, e i ._ e | I )~{ S ( *- 0 ( - 1 ) < + / ( '- 1 ) / " 1 } ( f ) .

(7.22)

i

This coincides with the value calculated by K. Kusumoto
The necessary conditions for the existence of a regular symmetrical
PBIB design admitting an association algebra
^ • ~ L ^ θ 5 ^ 1 ? •••? Λm_\ = \_A0,

,

A1,

Am_\

over tha rational field may be derived as follows.
Let N be the incidence matrix of a PBIB design and assume that a pair
of treatments which are ί-th associates occur in λ{ blocks. Then, we have
NN' = ΣJlί Λ{= ^]PjA%
ι=o

m

where Ai=^]zJiAj}
J=o

(7.23)

y=o

and consequently

i =0

which are positive for all y = 0, 1, . , m £23].
One of the necessary conditions for the existence of such a design derived
from (7.23) by Hasse's theorem [_9~] is
m

ΠPί'^1

(7.24)

t=0
m

by virtue of Π
ί=0

Another necessary condition derived from (7.23) by Hasse's theorem is
(

)

p

II
<y <

(P, , P y ) r y = l.

(7.25)

These conditions are the straightforward generalization of those due to
Ogawa [15].
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